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PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION

In the twelve years since the first edition of this book was published in
2005 insolvency law has continued to develop apace. With the
publication of this sixth edition, the first to be published by LexisNexis,
we include a treatment of the newly implemented Insolvency Rules 2016,
effective from as recently as 6 April 2017, as well as covering the case
law developments across the personal, corporate and cross-border fronts
of the insolvency legislation.

The stated aims of the 2016 Rules are, first, to consolidate the former
rules and their amendments into a single set of rules, secondly, to
modernise and simplify the language and, thirdly, to incorporate various
changes designed to reduce the burden of red tape. Our experience of
familiarising ourselves with the new provisions and seeking to provide
something by way of commentary that provides the reader with
something beyond the generalistic is that there is much still to be worked
out both as to meaning of the new secondary legislation and how it is to
work on the ground. This is not a criticism; rather, what we have found
is, in certain key parts at least, an overhaul as opposed to a streamlining
exercise. Our commentary will necessarily develop, most immediately by
way of the quarterly updating to the text presently available at
www.jordanpublishing.co.uk. Those updates will find their way into the
seventh edition which we hope to see in hard copy at some point in
2018.

This new edition would not have been possible without the support and
assistance of Stefan Ramel, Simon Passfield and Holly Doyle of
Guildhall Chambers and Joe Curl of 9, Stone Buildings, or the expert
input on the cross-border provisions of Professor Gerard McCormack,
and Susan Morgan, Enigma Resource Group for preparing the
Destination Table for the new Insolvency Rules (England and Wales)
2016. The breadth and volume of new material is so significant that
doing it justice, including the sifting out of the immaterial or the
irrelevant, is too big a job for two otherwise heavily committed authors
to undertake responsibly alone. We are as grateful to our tight-knit
editorial team as we are to Mr Registrar Nicholas Briggs for the insight
he provides.

Each new edition of a book such as this involves both updating and
rewriting to guard against successive publications becoming no more
than an ever-growing exercise in layering, though, at times, subject to
intelligent weeding out, layering is what best serves in conveying the
judicial development of a particular provision, subject to our seeking to
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avoid the citation of authorities that, on closer examination, add
nothing beyond a judgment on specific facts. We continue to benefit
from the expert professionalism of Kate Hather and Mary Kenny at
LexisNexis in the management of what is voluminous material and in
bringing the work to publication.

We also extend our grateful thanks to The Chancellor of the High
Court, Sir Geoffrey Vos, for his kind prefatory opening to the book.

We remain responsible for the work, including any errors, just as we
appreciate and seek to learn from the feedback we receive from
practitioners, scholars and members of the judiciary alike.

LOUIS DOYLE ANDREW KEAY

Kings Chambers
Manchester, Leeds & Birmingham
and
9, Stone Buildings
Lincoln’s Inn

Centre for Business Law and Practice
School of Law

University of Leeds
and

Kings Chambers
Manchester, Leeds & Birmingham

May 2017
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